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The Information in the eBook is simple, contemporary and focuses you like a laser beam solely on those

techniques that will work to make you money. In One Month To Your Own Online Business I teach you:

How to set up a business that supplies information to people. How to get people to pay for information.

How to identify a genuine consumer need (such as relief for chronic back pain) and completely exploit it.

How to market things by presenting a problem and then providing a solution. How to avoid creating a

product that there is absolutely no demand for by doing some preliminary market research thoroughly and

properly! How to use the number 1 question and answer website on the net to do your market research,

and then use this information to create information products. How to use another great site to determine

peoples questions and goals in life and what they really want. How to use Myspace and similar social

networking sites to determine the kind of information that people are interested in... How to decipher the

Yahoo! Directory and mine it an inch wide and a mile deep to find the information you need. How to

create a profitable market niche by determining whether there is money to be made by using Google

Adsense. Where to find the number one free keyword research tool on the web. How to use Clickbank to
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source a suitable product to sell so that you are not selling an item that is already being sold to death by

someone else. How to make money writing lenses and publishing them on a mini-site for Squidoo. How to

submit articles effectively to top article directors such as Ezine articles. How to send targeted visitors to

your web pages using paid advertising. How to send targeted visitors to your web pages without putting a

cent down. How to use forums (places where like minded visitors meet to discuss common topics of

interest) to find a needed niche. Why becoming a member of a forum is the best thing that you can do to

find new customers and have them develop faith in what you have to sell. How to use social sites like

facebookand myspaceto create traffic and links. The name of the program online that can help you submit

your site details to 27 of the major social bookmarking sites at once. How to promote your business on

the internet by using a video. Where to find a free video animation program that allows you to create your

own video within seconds, and also embeds it automatically into the social networking sites like facebook

and myspace. How to shoot and edit a video using a videocam using an effective online program. The

best program for uploading your video to the leading networking sites including YouTube, Google Video,

Yahoo Video and others. How you can write articles that generate a long term flow of traffic to your site.

The ideal length and keyword density that is required nowadays for your article to draw the most visitors

to your website. A shortlist of the all star directory sites for submitting articles. Almost every bit of wisdom

above is lavishly illustrated with live real time screen shots that have been clipped from my own work,

using the website. This way you are never confused by what you see when you click on one of my

recommended web tools or websites. You will know exactly what to do step by step because the visuals

of how I did it are right there for you to recognize. Tags: im
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